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Abstract: 

Object discovery and following are essential and test ing undertakings in numerous PC v ision applications, for example, 

reconnaissance, vehicle route and self-sufficient robot route. Question recognition includes finding objects in the casing of a video 

succession. Each following strategy requires a question recognition component either in each edge or when the protest first s hows 

up in the video. For instance figuring the measure of a planet(astronomy), d istinguishing disease in a mammography 

scan(medicine), abstaining from controlling into an obstacle(robotics), and identify ing a man's eye shading or hair co lor(sec urity). 

The goal is to construct a model that can recognize the protest of indicated shading that make utilization of open source 

equipment and that chips away at the premise of visual informat ion caught from an ordinary webcam which has a reasonable 

lucidity. Having a picture preparing calculat ion which distinguishes a protest first and after that tracks it the length of it is in the 

observable pathway of the camera. As the protest moves , thePC/portable PC/implanted Board offers flag to engine to turn the 

camera which is mounted on a stepper engine. We executed the proposed calculation on Raspberry Pi board utilizing OpenCV on 

Linux foundation. It is a proficient protest following technique which take care of the fo llowing issues. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The robot and mechanical arm give principle capacity and 

valuable to human laborer in industry Digital picture are more 

pixie in science and innovation by utilizing picture pre-

handling this paper build up a y that perceive shading for sort 

protion. To empower the long haul following, there are 

various issues which should be tended to. The key issue is the 

recognition of the question when it returns in the camera's 

field of view. This issue is exasperated by the way that the 

question may change its appearance consequently showing up 

from the underly ing casing unessential. Next, a fru itful 

longterm t racker ought to deal with scale and enlightenment 

changes, foundation mess, halfway impediments and work 

continuously. The long haul following can be drawn nearer 

either from fo llowing or from identification points of view. 

The beginning stage of our explorat ion is the acknowledgment 

of the way that neither following nor identificat ion can 

illuminate the longterm fo llowing undertaking freely. The 

commitments of this paper are to show a portable automated 

acknowledgment of the way that neither following nor 

identification can illuminate the longterm following 

undertaking freely. The commitments of this paper are to 

show a portable automated framework which can all the while 

identify a protest and maintain a strategic distance from 

hindrances continuously. 
 

This model gives an overview of Raspberry Pi ARM Cortex-

A53 based processor board. The main features of Raspberry Pi 

are Broadcom BCM2837 ARM Cortex-A53 processors 

(900MHz), 1GB RAM, on board USB 2.0 ports .Providing a 

wide range of processors based on a common architecture that 

delivers high performance and cost efficiency. To control the 

movement of servos, the controller is used. Since Arduino has 

more number of PWM pins and it supports open source 

hardware, it is preferred to use Arduino has a 32-bit Atmel 

ARM processor. 

 

LITERATURE S URVEY 
 

Sr.No Title of paper  Abstract  Proposed approach  Year 

1 Object detection and 
tracking using image 

processing 

This paper  mainly focuses on the basis to 
implement the object detection and tracking 

based on its color and shape. 

This paper mainly focuses on the basis 
to implement the object detection and 

tracking based on its color. 

2014 

2 Real Time Object 
Detection & Tracking 

System (locally and 

remotely) with Rotating  

This paper presents an implementation of 
real time detection and tracking of an 

unknown object  

Detection of a moving object is 
necessary for any surveillance system.  

2013 

3 Mobile Robot for Object 
Detection Using Image 

Processing 

This paper describes a robotic application 
that tracks a moving object by utilizing a 

mobile robot with sensors and image 

processing.  

In the majority of surveillance and 
video tracking systems, the sensors are 

stationary. 

2012 

4 Color Image Processing 
and Object Tracking 

System 
 

This report describes a personal computer 
based system for automatic and 

semiautomatic tracking of objects on film or 
video tape. 

The Tracking System achieves the 
automation by integrating the discrete 

components into a 
cohesive system 

1996 

5 Practical Applications of 

Robotic Hand using 
Image Processing 

Robotic hand is used in image processing our 

paper Presents various application for robotic 
hand.  

The robot and robotic arm provide 

main function and useful for human 
worker in industry. 

2015 
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RELATED WORK 

 

This segment audits the related methodologies for each of the 

segment of our framework. The accompanying figure 

demonstrates the square graph of this venture. As appeared in 

the figure, picture will be caught through the camera which is 

then given as a contribution to the Raspberry Pi.  

           
Fig 1: Block Diagram of Image Processing 

 

1. OBEJECT  DETECTION- 

Protest recognition is the undertaking of restrict ion of articles 

in an informat ion picture. The meaning of a "question" shift. It  

can be a solitary occurrence or an entire class of articles. 

Complaint identificat ion [4] is a technique to distinguish a 

protest in a video or a photo outline. The question can be 

anything that is of enthusiasm for further investigation. 

Quantities of strategies have been created to recognize a 

moving article utilizing a dynamic camera. Normally a 

moving art icle recognized by static camera utilizing 

foundation subtraction. A question [1] can be spoken to by its 

shape, position and appearances. 

 

2. OPEN CV LIBRARIES- 

OpenCV is released under a BSD allow and thus it's free for 

both academic and business use. It has C++ [15], C, Python 

[12] and Java interfaces and it supports Windows, Linux, Mac 

OS, iOS and Android. OpenCV was expected for 

computational profitability and with a strong focus on 

consistent applications. 

 

3. ROTATING CAMERA- 

In the present application, the question will be fo llowed the 

length of it is in the viewable pathway of the camera. A basic 

approach to do this is to utilize a 360° turning camera. The 

camera is mounted on a stepper engine with the goal that it  

can turn by 360° . The stepper engine is utilized to get an 

exact position. At whatever point the protest leaves limit of 

the camera, the engine will turn to keep the question in the 

casing.   Picking camera is essential assignment for client 

on the grounds that each implanted board doesn't bolster 

every one of the cameras. So it is obligation of client that he 

ought to check camera similarity of implanted board first. 

 

4. OBSTACLE DETECTION PHAS E- 

IR sensor is mounted on the robot for hindrance recognition . 

At whatever point an IR sensor distinguishes a deterrent, LED 

on IR sensor gleams. Comparing informat ion is sent to 

microcontroller because of this robot moves in reverse and 

after that takes a left turn with the goal that it can maintain a 

strategic distance from the snag and locate another way. 

5. OBJECT TRACKING- 

Question following is the undertaking of estimation of the 

protest movement. Trackers ordinarily expect that the question 

is unmistakable all through the arrangement. To track a 

question, numerous sort of figurings are essential e.g. protest 

introduction, question shape, heading of protest. Here we 

concentrate on the strategies that speak to the items by 

question shapes and their movement is assessed between back 

to back edges. 

 

METHODOLOGIES 

Fig. shows the project modules which describes the flow of 

the project’s design and implementation in detail.   

 

1: Creation of Bot 

In this phase, parts of robot are assembled & interfaced. This 

phase contain two sections, connection and interface.  

 

(a)Connections:  

In connection part we design the connection of robot means 

where we should place or connect the particular h/w.  

 

(b) Interfacing:  

In this section we create the interface between the hardware 

and s/w. 

 

2: Programming for Object Detection 

In this phase we write the program for the object detection. 

We develop the program in python language using open CV 

lib rary. 

 
3: Implementation of image processing on BOT 

This phase comes after the programing phase. The program 

we create fo r object detection we install in raspberry pi board.  

For implementing image processing there are two subsections 

which are as follows: 

 

(a) Object detection:  

For detecting the object we can give the object to the bot in 

two ways first direct via programing, second by camera.  

 

(b) Feature extraction:  

After detecting the object important task is feature extraction. 

For ext racting the features the given image is change BGR to 

gray image. Which helps to detect the size, shape of the 

object. 

 

4: Testing  

In this phase we test the program of object detection. 

 

 

 

After testing the program the output will generate Result 

display in screen,  

a) Give the voice message.                                                            

b) Give the voice message.                                                            

 

Figure 2: - Project Modules 
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RESULT 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we concentrated the issue of following of an 

obscure question in a video stream, where the protest changes 

appearance much of the time moves all through the camera 

see. The application we have created is a Desktop Application 

in that the client gives a summon to catch picture .This picture 

is put away as goal picture. After that client offers charge to 

begin the robot which will catch the picture. Th is recently 

caught picture will be contrasted and the goal image. 

Comparison will give a conclusion wheather the caught 

picture matches with the goal picture or not. This framework 

thinks about the pictures utilizing reg ionwise correlation. The 

question recognize and shape extraction strategies are 

actualized  this strategy are executed utilizing picture preparing 

method .The robot is moving in fancied bearing. In this 

manner we have executed Robotic Application which will 

recognize the art icles and stay away from the deterrents. 
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